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 This research aims 1) to explore demographics of customers towards the services of 
luxury clinic at seacon square srinakarin 2) to study behavior of customers towards the services of 
luxury clinic at seacon square srinakarin and 3) to study satisfaction of customers towards the 
services of luxury clinic at seacon square srinakarin by studying from people who are customers 
towards the services of luxury clinic at seacon square srinakarin. Sample group used in this study 
is 400 persons. Questionnaires were used to collect data. The statistics to analyze the data are 
consist of frequency, percentage used for analyzing the demographic of sample group, mean and 
standard deviation used for analyzing the level of opinion and statistical used for hypothesis 
testing for testing the difference between the average of the variables over two or more groups by 
t-test and one-way analysis of variance was used for hypothesis testing 1 and Chi-Square test was 
used for hypothesis testing 2. 
 The result found that the customers towards services are female, aged between 25 - 30 
years, single, hold bachelorzs degree or equivalent, worked in private companies, the most have 
earned between 20,000 -30,000 Baht. The service behavior is found that the customers towards 



 	

services use for 2 times per month at 2:01 ^ 4:00 pm. The reasons use for protecting your skin. 
The source for searching the data is Internet. And average budget for servicing is 10,001 -15,000 
baht. The customer satisfaction found that the customers towards services have satisfaction with 
market mix factors overall is high level. When considering the details of each finding were found 
that the customers towards services are satisfied with product factor the most. The secondly is 
satisfied with physical evidence factor. The lowest is satisfied with marketing promotion factor. 
When hypothesis testing 1 was found that the difference of personal factor has satisfaction with 
the service at luxury clinic at seacon square srinakarin is no difference. And hypothesis testing 2 
was found that the service behavior at luxury clinic at seacon square srinakarin consists of 
frequencies for servicing and the reason for using the service is related to the satisfaction with the 
product. 
 Thus, the entrepreneur should be improved and developed continuously the attributes of 
products. The determination of pricing should be appropriate with the consumers for the 
impression. They should have continuously marketing activities for stimulating the sales such as 
giveaway on packages to consumers who are old. They should be trained the employees 
continuously and should be decorated the place to look luxury, reliable, clean and safe. They 
should reduce some unnecessary services for giving the consumers the highest satisfaction and 
repeat.  


